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Consider the set of those graphs with p points in which whenever two points 
are not joined by a line then there are at least k points joined to both of them. 
We prove that if p ~ 2k then among these graphs there is exactly one with 
minimal number of lines, the complete graph with k points in one class. This 
extends a result of Murty and Vijayan [Sankhya Set. A 26 (1965), 279-302]. 
Denote by ~(p, d, v, d') the class of graphs with p points and diameter 
at most d having the property that omitting any v of the points the subgraph 
obtained has diameter at most d'. Denote by M(p, d, v, d') the minimal 
number of lines in a graph in ~(p, d, v, d'). The function M(p, d, v, d') 
and the graphs on which the maxima are attained, which we call the 
extremal graphs, were studied by Murty and Vijayan [5], Murty [4], 
Bollob~s [1, 2], and Caccetta [3]. 
In this note we shall investigate the function M(p, 2, v, 2). Let 
K(k, p -- k) be the complete bipartite graph with k points in one class and 
p -- k in the other. 
It is immediate that K(k ,p -  k)~ ~(p, 2, k -  1, 2) if and only if 
p ~ 2k. Murty and Vijayan [5] proved that M(p, 2, k -- 1, 2) : k(p -- k) 
and K(k ,p -  k) is the only extremal graph if p ~ (2 + 21/~)k- 21/2. 
We shall show that the same result holds always, i.e., for every value of 
p ~ 2k. This was conjectured by Caccetta. We are grateful to Professor 
ErdSs for drawing the problem to our attention. 
THEOREM. Let p ~ 2k ~ 2. Then K(k, p -  k) is the only extremal 
graph in the class ~(p, 2, k -- 1, 2). In particular, M(p, 2, k -- 1, 2) = 
k(p -- k). 
Proof. Suppose G E ~(p, 2, k -- 1, 2) and it has exactly k(n -- k) lines. 
As K(k, n -- k) is clearly a minimal graph in the class &(p, 2, k -- 1, 2), 
to prove the theorem it suffices to show that G = K(k, n -- k). 
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G ~ fg(p, 2, k -- l, 2) means that if twopoints in G are not joined by a line 
then there are at least k points joined to both of them. Consequently every 
point of G has degree at least k. Furthermore, if a point u has degree k, 
say it is joined to the points xl ,..., xl~, then every point not joined to u 
must be joined to every xi ,  1 ~ i ~ k. Therefore G contains a K(k, p -- k) 
and as they have exactly the same number of lines, G = K(k, p -- k). 
Suppose now that the minimal degree in G, say d, is at least k + 1. 
To prove the theorem it suffices to show that this leads to contradiction. 
Let u be a point with minimal degree d (~ k + 1). Let Xl ..... xa be the 
points joined to u and let y~ = u, Y2 ..... Y~-a be the remaining points of G. 
Denote by di the number of x js  joined to xi and by e~ the number o fy /s  
joined to x~. Similarly we denote by f i  (resp. hi) the number of x/s  
(resp. yj's) joined to y~. We also put 
d 
D=Zd , 
1 
d ~a--d 
E=Zei= 2 . f i ,  
1 1 
~--d 
H= ~hi .  
1 
Naturally the number of lines in G is 
E + (D/2) + (///2) = k(p -- k). 
As d is the minimal degree, we have 
di + ei >~d, 
and so 
and 
f i -~  hi ~ d, 
~-d 
e+ =E 
i 
(fi + h~) ~ d(p -- d), 
(1) 
(2) 
k ~< Z ~< d, (4) 
Note that (3) implies that p >7 2k + 2. 
For i >/2  the point Yi is not joined to Yt so there are at least k points 
joined to both of them. Consequently 
k(p -- k) >~ M/2. (3) 
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and 
E~d-k(p - -d - -  l)k. (5) 
If xi is not joined to y~ then there are at least k points joined to both of 
them, say k I x js and k2 yds. Then kl ~ d/and kz ~< hi, so 
k ~ di q- h~. 
Summing these inequalities for every pair (xi, Yi) not joined by an edge, 
we obtain 
d ~--d 
k(d(p -- d) -- E) ~ ~ di(p -- d -- e~) -k ~ h~(d - - f i )  
1 1 
(p -- d)D -k (d -  k )g ,  
where the last inequality follows from (4). Thus 
E -k ((p -- d) /k )n  -b ((d -- k ) /k )H ~ d(p -- d). (6) 
To complete the proof we shall show that the set of inequalities (2), (3), 
(5), and (6) contradict (1). 
Notice first of all that (1), (2), and (5) imply 
2k(p -- k) ~ 2E q- U >~ d(p -- d) + d q- (p -- d - -1 )k .  
Rearranging this inequality one obtains 
p(d -- k) ~ (d -- k)(2k + d -- 1), 
SO 
p <~2k+d- -  1. (7) 
Then from (3) we have 
d ~ (2k(p -- k))/p ~ 2k(k -}- d -- 1)/(2k if- d -- I), (8) 
which is easily seen to imply 
d ~ 21/2k < a2k. (9) 
(In [5] the weaker form of our theorem was proved by putting (7) and 
(3) together.) 
(1) and (2) imply 
H/2 ~ (d -- k)(p -- d -- k) -k (D/2), (10) 
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and (1) and (6) imply 
2p- -2d- -k  D 3k - -2d  
2k 2k 
H ~ (d -  k)(p -- d -- k). 
By (9) and (10) this gives 
2p- -2d- -  k 
D 
2k 
~ (d -  k)(p - -  d -  k ) (1  + 3k - -  2dl] + 3k 2d 
k / 2 ~  D' \ 
and so 
D/2 >/ (d  - -  k ) (p  - -  d --  k)(2k -- d)/ (p - -  2k). (ll) 
Putting this into (10), 
~-a~ 
~(d- -k ) (p - -d - -k ) (1  q -p_2k]  
(d - -k ) (p - -d - -k ) (p - -d )  
(p -- 2k) 
Finally (1), (5), (11), and (12) give 
(12) 
d + k (p  --  d - -  1) § (d --  k ) (p  - -  d --  k ) (p  -k 2k --  2d) / (p - -  2k) 
k(p  - -  k), 
i~176 
(p - -  d --  k ) (p  --k 2k - -  2d)/(p --  2k) ~ k -- 1. 
Rearranging, taking into account (8) and then p /> 2k + 2 we get 
0 >lp~ --  3dp +p + 2d 2 -  2k 
>1 p2 _ 6k(p  - -  k) -k p -k 8k~(p -- k)2/p 2 - -  2k > O. 
This contradiction completes the proof of the theorem. 
To conclude the note let us make a few remarks about the case p < 2k. 
Suppose Ge i f (p ,  2, k - - l ,2 ) .  If p ~<k then clearly G=K~,  the 
complete graph with p points. I fp > k then the minimal degree of a point 
in G is at least k, so M(p,  2, k -  1, 2) ~> pk/2.  This estimate is fairly 
accurate in the range where we do not know M(p,  2, k, 2) exactly, i.e., 
when k < p < 2k. It is easy to prove by induction that here we have 
equality if and only if p = rl, k = (r --  1)l for some natural numbers r
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and/ ,  r >~ 3, l ~> 1, and the only extremal graph is Kr(l), the complete 
r-partite graph with 1 points in each class. Similarly one can probe by 
induction that if p = rl, k = (r - -  1)l + 1 (k = (r --  1)l - -  1, respec- 
tively) then the only extremal graph in fr 2, k, 2) is the complete 
r-partite graph having r -  1 classes with l points and one class with 
/ § 1 (1 -- 1, respectively) points. We leave the proofs of these assertions 
to the reader. 
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